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4 5 Y E A R S Y O U N G— S E R V I C E ,
LEADING BRANDS AND CARE
At Botany Bay we’re famous for service.
Always have been and always will
be. It’s a part of who we are.
We’ve been in business now for 45 years,
founded on some very simple beliefs:
yyNever sell something you don’t believe in
yyNever sell something you don’t understand
yyNever sell something if you’re not
willing to stand behind it with full
spares and service support.
This simple approach to business has served
us well and continues to be our focus.
We are very proud to be the sole Australian &
New Zealand distributors of Oster Professional
Products, the world’s leading brand among
professional users of clipping and grooming
products that continue to set the benchmark
for quality. Brilliant design and engineering,
backed by our service and spares support
have proven a winning combination.
Shear Magic is our ‘house brand’ of
grooming products, designed to be great
value and targeted more towards the home
hobbyist or price focussed consumer.

We have used our engineers and technicians
to design and source great value products
without compromising on quality. We stand
by these products with full spares and parts
support plus our full 12 month guarantee.
Over the last few years we have introduced
our Shear Magic Professional Range,
trialed and tested by professional dog
groomers. This range of products are of
the highest quality for demanding use.
Part of our service culture is our continued
commitment to providing professional
sharpening/repairs support to our customers
on blades, scissors and clippers. Performed
on specialised machinery by fully trained staff,
our results are 100% satisfaction guaranteed.
Our focus continues to be to provide our
retailers and distributors the world’s best
brands and innovative products, backed
by the best service in the industry.
Over 45 years servicing the pet industry,
the vet industry, the equine industry, the
grooming industry and the rural industry.
Thank you for your ongoing support,
and enjoy our catalogue.
Follow us on YouTube:
TheClipperSpecialist

Like us on Facebook:
Botany Bay The Clipper Specialists

Follow us on Instagram:
botanybayimports
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OSTER
IN THE BEGINNING

GROWTH, EXPANSION AND CHANGE

TODAY

The history of the Oster brand began in 1924
when John Oster founded The John Oster
Manufacturing Company in Racine, Wisconsin.
The company went into production on its first
product, a hand-operated hair clipper designed
to cut and style women’s hair. Four years later,
a new motor-driven clipper was introduced,
and soon, The John Oster Manufacturing
Company became a manufacturer of choice for
professionals in the grooming industry.

After the war, Oster looked for new ways
to grow and diversify. The Stevens Electric
Company was purchased, adding mixers
to the company line. The company began
introducing new products adding the Oster
Model 202 Hair Dryer in 1949. Companies
such as The Racine Universal Motor Co. and
the American Shearer Co. were purchased,
expanding the company’s product lines, offering
its customers a greater choice of clippers.

In 2005, American Household, Inc. and its
subsidiary Sunbeam Products, Inc. were
acquired by Jarden Corporation. The Sunbeam
Products, Inc. subsidiary changed its name
to Jarden Consumer Solutions (JCS) to
better reflect its new heritage as part of
the Jarden family of companies and better
identify with all of its world class brands.

The detachable blade was patented by Oster in
1933, providing groomers with a dependable
means of removing the blades to clean and
sterilize them, as well as enabling them to
change from one size blade to another.

To help meet the sales demand, the Oster facility
in McMinnville, Tennessee, was built in 1959, and
it was expanded in 1962 as more products were
transferred from Wisconsin for production.

THE WAR YEARS
World War II was a time of expansion for Oster.
Because of the firm’s knowledge of fractional
horsepower motors, the U.S. Government’s
Armed Services awarded contracts to Oster
to produce motors. When war was declared
in 1941, the War Production Board prohibited
the manufacture of barber equipment, with all
efforts instead focused on making equipment
to defeat the enemy. As the war progressed,
the need for barber equipment for soldiers was
realized. The War Production Board granted
Oster special authority to produce hand-held
and electric clippers for the Armed Forces only.
These clippers had to withstand all types of
adverse weather as well as battlefield conditions.
The clippers met these challenges, and the
dependability of the Oster clipper was reaffirmed.

In 1960, the John Oster Manufacturing Company
was acquired by the Sunbeam Corporation of
Chicago and became a wholly owned subsidiary
of Sunbeam. The company’s founder, John
Oster, died in 1963, bringing to an end the
Oster family’s connection with the firm.

www.botanybayimports.com.au

In 2017 Newell Brands acquired JCS. The
McMinnville facility in the USA continues
its tradition of excellence in manufacturing
clippers and professional grooming
products under the Oster brand name.

NEW GENERATION
Oster has expanded its range of top
quality clippers and trimmers, meaning a
significant advance in clipper technology
has arrived to the marketplace.
The introduction of the 3 speed A6 range
and the new Lithium-Ion cordless machine
represents the next generation of products,
and offers new innovation that deliver power,
productivity, improve performance and offer
groomers even greater scope to be creative.

info@botanybayimports.com.au

(02) 4624 8950
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OSTER
THE HEART OF A PROFESSIONAL OSTER CLIPPER

} No matter how large the

NOT ALL CLIPPERS ARE
DESIGNED TO BE EQUAL AND
IT’S WHAT’S INSIDE A
CLIPPER THAT COUNTS.

task, the Oster range of clippers
delivers fast and easy full body
clipping and shearing. In fact,
any size job can be handled
easily with the single speed
model. All models feature a
variety of blades to fit every
grooming need and are powered
by Oster’s universal motor to cut
through the most demanding
Botany Bay Ambassador
Helen Forester

When you’re after a clipper with real power
and performance, always look for one with
a Universal Motor inside. A Universal Motor
is the ‘diesel engine’ of clippers, providing
incredible power to run the largest of blades,
plus the ability to maintain full power over
a very long period of time. The Watts give
you a guide to how powerful the motor is.
Universal motor (heavy duty)

tasks. And for those mid-size
or detail finishing jobs, reach
for our Golden A5. So, you see
there’s no reason to huff and

A6 Comfort motor (heavy duty)

puff about finding the perfect
clipper for your big jobs. Our
Oster range of clippers are
high performance clippers.

~

Pivot driven motor (light to medium duty)

Best of all, all parts within a Universal Motor
are replaceable or able to be serviced, so with
care and maintenance they can last a lifetime.
Here are a few easy hints on caring
for your Universal motor:

THE KEYS TO SERVICE ARE SIMPLE:
1 Keep the clipper well ventilated,
so it doesn’t overheat. This means
ensuring the air intake vents are kept
clean and clear of hair and debris.
2 Replace your worn carbon brushes.
3 Ensure levers are not worn or this
could affect blade performance.
4 Keep all liquids from the internals of
the clipper. This is especially important
with blade cleaning fluids etc that can
run back up from the blade if not careful.
Ensure any excess is carefully wiped away
before holding your clipper upright.
5 Always use sharp, rust free, well oiled blades.
Dull, rusted or blunt blades put excessive
load on the motor, as does over tightening
the tension nut on large animal clippers.
Always apply a few drops of lubricant
regularly to the working surface of blades.
6 Oil and grease your clipper as
specified in your manual regularly.

Permanent magnet driven motor (light duty)

Botany Bay Ambassador
Vanessa Parsons
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7 Clippers have a multitude of fast moving
parts, so it is best to have it professionally
serviced every 12 months or every 6
months for professional users.

SHEAR MAGIC
BLADE SHARPENING TIPS
Shear Magic is part of the story
of Australian shearing. Shear
Magic was founded by the
shearing industry legend John
Allan OAM. John was awarded
the Order of Australia for his
contribution to the wool industry
and spent his life designing and
improving clipping equipment.
Shear Magic continues to design
and manufacture clippers that
are operator friendly, built to
last and deliver great value.

Sharp blades are the most important element of a good cut, and will keep your
clipper running cooler with less stress. Professional users often have more invested
in blades than any other grooming item, and a professional sharpening service
can extend the life of the blades and guarantee a sharp cut every time.
There is more to sharpening than many
realise and at Botany Bay we utilise highly
trained and experienced professionals,
the latest in sharpening technology and
rigorous quality control measures.
The first step is to disassemble the blades,
clean all surfaces and remove any rust or
corrosion, checking the spring and slide
bar for wear or damage and assessing the
blade surfaces for wear or broken teeth.
Next the comb and cutter are both hollow
ground on specialised grinding wheels.
Hollow grinding can only be achieved
on these machines and creates a longer
lasting sharp edge, and helps keep blades
running cooler and sharper for longer.
Next the blades are reassembled, adjusting
the blade spring to ensure there is exactly the
right amount of tension applied to the blade
cutting surfaces. Too little tension and the
blades won’t cut, too much and the blades
will dull quickly and cause the clipper to work
harder. Once the blades are re-assembled
they are oiled and every blade is tested on
kangaroo fur prior to packaging for transport.
The final part of the service is our
100% satisfaction guarantee. If you are
not totally happy with the service you
receive, we’ll fix it, no problems.

www.botanybayimports.com.au

Five handy hints on blade sharpening:
1 Never disassemble detachable blades prior
to sending in for sharpening. The full job
requires attention to the blade spring and
slide bar, and how blades are reassembled.
Always send complete blade sets, wrapped
individually to prevent damage.
2 If blades won’t cut after sharpening always
check the blade lever. This is the rectangular
drive piece that protrudes from the clipper
and drives the blade from side to side. This
will wear over time and then won’t move
the cutter bar enough to cut efficiently.
3 Don’t send the clipper with the blades
as this just risks damage to your clipper
during transit. We have a range of
clippers that we can test your blades
on prior to returning them to you.
4 Lubricate regularly with a few
drops of a fine grade blade oil (eg
Oster) on the cutting surfaces.
5 Clean your blades using Oster Blade Wash
at the end of every job. This removes
hair and any build up on the blades,
prevents rusting during storage and
will extend the cutting life of your blade.
Always dry the blade before storage.
For more information visit:
www.botanybayimports.com.au
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CLIPPERS
Oster A6 Heavy Duty
3 Speed Clipper
The Oster A6 range offers remarkable
performance, power and control. The A6 line
consists of 2 versions the slim (A6s) and
the comfort (A6c) Oster A6 combines all the
features demanded by Professional users
yyThe heavy duty motor runs at over
4,000 spm with high efficiency providing
a cooler running experience
yy3 Speed from 3,100 to 4,100 spm, provides
the versatility Professionals require
yyUnique patent pending drive system
that provides ultra smooth and efficient
cutting experience for the user

Oster Pro3000i Cordless
Li-Ion Clipper
(A6S) Extra slim casing and zinc alloy
technology delivers a lightweight ergonomic
feel with a heavy duty long lasting durability

(A6C) Overmold grip—ergonomically
designed with excellent weight distribution
making grooming comfortable.

Key Features
yyPowerful Professional Animal Clipper
yyThree Speed (3100/3600/4100spm)
yyQuiet, heavy duty DC motor
designed for continuous load
yyHigh-efficiency, cooler running motor
yyExtra slim casing with excellent
weight distribution
yySecurely sealed to keep fur out
yyZinc alloy technology
yyCompatible with all professional
A5 detachable style blades
yyNo greasing of internal parts
yyIncludes Oster size 10 blade, blade
guard, oil, grease, cleaning brush.
yyOnly weighs 398g (without blade)
yyMade in USA
yy1 year limited warranty plus an additional
6 months when you register on our site.

A6C

3000i

We have bundled up 3 items and now
offer this as a kit. The kit includes Oster
Pro3000i Clipper, Shear Magic Size 30 blade
and Oster Stainless Steel Comb Set.

(A6C) Zinc alloy technology delivers
a lightweight ergonomic feel with a
heavy duty long lasting durability
(A6C) The vibration isolators are centered
around the motor, helping to absorb vibration
and noise, ideal for all day grooming.

The Oster Pro3000i a powerful rechargeable
cordless clipper designed for all day, heavy-duty
continuous use. The clipper features a high-speed
quiet rotary motor. Lightweight with an
ergonomic design and features a lithium-ion
battery, which provides up to two hours clipping
time from a single charge.
The Pro 3000i clipper
has a high performance
quiet running motor
Cordless
2 Hour
which generates 3,000
strokes per minute. It has the power and balance
yet only a low weight ergonomic design. The
Pro3000i is ideal for full and detailed clipping,
and is compatible with all A5 detachable blades.
yySlim
yyNo greasing of internal parts
yyPowerful single speed, heavy
duty rotary motor
yyQuiet operation and reliable performance
yy3,000 strokes per minute
yyUp to 2 hrs run time
yyLithium Ion battery provides continuous power
yyLightweight and ergonomic design.
yyCompatible with all professional
A5 detachable style blades
yyNo blade set with this clipper

A6S

6

3000iG Oster Pro3000i
Groomer Bundle

Cordless

Bundle

3000iG

3000iV Oster Pro3000i
Vet Bundle
We have bundled up 3 items and now offer
this as a kit. The kit includes Oster Pro3000i
Clipper, Oster Size 40 blade and Oster Battery.

2x 2hr
Battery

Cordless

Bundle

www.botanybayimports.com.au
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2 Hour

3000iV

CLIPPERS
Oster Clipmaster

Oster Golden A5 Clippers

Oster Battery Trimmer

Professionals choose Oster “Clipmaster” for
fast, easy clipping of horses. This clipper has
the power (150 watt motor) to get the job
done. These clippers run at 3,000 strokes per
minute. Ideal for full horse body clipping.

The Oster Golden A5 Clipper delivers tremendous
power, performance, reliability and versatility.

Small, compact, lightweight
battery operated trimmer.

yySingle Speed A5 runs at 2,100 strokes
per minute and the Two Speed
runs at 2,100 and 3,000 spm
yyProfessional grade 45 watt motor
yyCompatible with all professional
A5 style blades
yyIdeal for pet owners
yyIncludes: Oster Size 10 blade, blade oil, clipper
grease, cleaning brush, carbon brush.

yyIdeal for quick touch up on those
hard to reach fiddly places that
need a small and quiet trimmer
yyFits perfectly into the
palm of your hands.
yyRuns at 5,800 PRM
yyIncludes: blade brush,
oil and attachment.
Cordless
No batteries included.

Includes: Combo blade set on clipper,
blade oil, clipper grease, leather blade
guard, durable toolbox case that has a
removable tray to store accessories.
B1510-07

996-101

Oster Advance Clipper
Oster Shearmaster
All-in-one home grooming kit.
yyComplete clipping kit features ultra quiet
rotary motor—with turbo button that sends
extra power to the blade when needed.
yyRechargeable and cord or cordless
operation for flexibility and freedom
yyIncludes: Step by step DVD makes
grooming easier, oil, 4 guide comb
attachments, cleaning brush.
yyComes in durable plastic storage case.

The Oster Shearmaster Shearing Machine is a
powerful (150 watts), high performance, single
speed handpiece that shears coats up to 3,000
strokes per minute. Designed with easily adjusted
tension knob for hassle free blade adjustments.
Includes: Comb and cutter, oil, clipper
grease, durable toolbox case that has a
removable tray to store accessories.

522-101
Single Speed A5-01

1530-70
Two Speed A5-14

HINT: Use a show groomer comb to
clip your horse or cattle as well.

Cordless

www.botanybayimports.com.au
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Millie, groomed by
Bryony Allen.
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CLIPPERS
Shear Magic Nifty 2000

Shear Magic Stallion 300
Equine Clipper
Cordless

A “nifty” little clipper designed for light duty on
dogs, cats, and horses. It is ideal for trimming
around faces, legs, and eyes, and can be
used to clip a full small dog if required.
The Nifty 2000 clipper is also great because of
the adjustable blade lever. This allows you to
change the height of the blade so you can adjust
the clipping height. From really close to the skin
(equivalent to blade size 30) to leaving more hair
(equivalent to blade size 9) all with just one blade.
The kit also contains plastic combs that simply
click on and off, as well as oil and cleaning brush.

SM300

SMBATP (Purple)
SMBATPK (Pink)
SMBAT (Red)

Shear Magic Battery
Trimmer 4500

SMNIFTY

A small, lightweight battery operated trimmer
ideal for quick touch ups or to get to those fiddly
places that need a small and quiet trimmer.
This has already proved to be a real hit with
vets, groomers and show people. The trimmer
is lightweight so users won’t tire and so small
it can manoeuvre into all those tricky places.
yyThe perfect touch up trimmer
yyIdeal for faces, ears and paws
yyUltra lightweight and ergonomic
yyEasy-to-grip handle
yyPowerful rotary motor
yyBattery operated—requires
2x AA batteries (not included).

Oster and Shear Magic Team
member - Monique Finch
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yyThe Stallion 300 has a powerful 300 watt fan cooled motor.
yyIdeal for continuous clipping of horses and cattle.
yySuits professional fitters and groomers.
yyHigh speed blade action (2,400 spm) for speed of clip.
yyFitted with an Oster Clipmaster blade for a professional finish.
yyIncludes: blade, oil, case, screwdriver, cleaning and carbon brushes.

www.botanybayimports.com.au

Shear Magic Colt 120

Shear Magic Gun 300
Shearing Handpiece

The Shear Magic Colt 120 large animal clipper
working at the power of 120w and performing
2400 strokes per minute with the 76mm
blade width can definitely meet the demand
of horse grooming, trimming and clipping.

A powerful 300 watt electric shearing handpiece.
Blade pressure adjustment with rotation knob.
SMHP

SMLAC

yySleek and well balanced design and shorter
body makes it easy to operate and manoeuvre
yySuitable for everyday clipping for
yards, also great for trimming feathers,
whiskers and hogging manes
yyCan also be used to clip cattle
yyThis clipper takes the Oster
Clipmaster range of blades
yyIncludes: blade, case, screwdriver,
cleaning and carbon brushes.

info@botanybayimports.com.au
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Fits all wide combs and cutters. Durable
universal motor for long hours of work.
Ideal for crutching, dagging, and shearing
small flocks of sheep, goats and alpacas.
Includes: case, comb and cutter, oil,
screwdriver, cleaning and carbon brushes.
HINT: Use a show groomer comb
to clip your horse as well.

CLIPPERS
Shear Magic Tuffy 1800

BLADES & ACCESSORIES
OSTER A5 DETACHABLE BLADES – UNIVERSAL BLADE
CryoGenX blades start with a fine-grain, high carbon steel that is heat treated to create a hard surface for greater wear resistance. The patented CryogenX
process takes the blade down to 300 degree for a deep freeze, producing a harder, sharper blade that extends the blade life. Rockwell hardness rating of 62.

This clipper has been designed to do all-round
clipping jobs on dogs and cats. Also ideal for
trimming jobs on horses and cattle. Ideal clipper
for the hobbyist and home enthusiasts.
yyThe powerful universal 30 watt
motor allows you to clip your
animals for long periods of time.
yyCompatible with professional A5 detachable
blades (Sizes 40, 30, 15,10 and 7F only)
yyIncludes: size 10 blade (A5
detachable style), and oil.

SMPC10

Size 50

Size 40
Leaves hair: 0.25mm

Size 30
Leaves hair: 0.5mm

Size 15
Leaves hair: 1.2mm

Size 10
Leaves hair: 1.5mm

Size 9
Leaves hair: 2.0mm

Leaves hair: 0.2mm.

Model 919-01

Model 919-02

Model 919-03

Model 919-04

Model 919-19

Size 8 1/2
Leaves Hair: 2.8mm

Size 7 Skip Tooth
Leaves Hair: 3.2mm

Size 7F
Leaves Hair: 3.2mm

Size 5 Skip Tooth
Leaves hair: 6.3mm

Size 5F
Leaves Hair: 6.3mm

Size 4 Skip Tooth
Leaves hair: 9.5mm

Model 919-14

Model 919-05

Model 919-16

Model 919-06

Model 919-17

Model 919-13

Size 4F
Leaves hair: 9.5mm

Size 3 Skip Tooth
Leaves hair: 13mm

Size 3F
Leaves hair: 13mm

Size 5/8
Leaves hair: 0.8mm

Size 7/8
Leaves hair: 0.8mm

Size 10 Wide
Leaves hair: 2.4mm

Model 919-18

Model 919-22

Model 919-20

Model 919-10

Model 919-11

Model 919-44

Cuts very close, surgical;
veterinary use.

Model 919-00

Skip Tooth Blades:

Full Tooth:

Surgical Blades:

The coarse or uneven teeth on a skip tooth blade
will feed the hair into the cutting blade more
effectively, which allows you to clip under mats.
Also used before the bath for roughcuts, and on
dogs that must be shaved down completely.

The teeth on this blade are even, creating a smoother
finish. Can be used before or after the bath.

Used to prep an area for surgery. Also used for show
cuts on poodles. Universal—fits all A5 style clippers.

www.botanybayimports.com.au
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BLADES & ACCESSORIES
O ST E R A 5 L U C KY 9
C AT B L A D E S
Features an innovative tooth design that cuts
through feline coats faster, easier, and safer
while reducing track lines, for a smooth finish.
Code

Blade size

Blade cut mm

917-02

30

0.5

917-04

10

1.6

917-16

7F

3.2

BLADE STORAGE SYSTEMS
OSTER IGLOO BLADE
STORAGE SYSTEM
Oster Igloo Blade Storage System features a
sleek, ergonomic design with extra-large pockets
to store up to 11 Oster A5 blades or most other
full size blades. Made from impact-resistant
polypropylene plastic for greater durability.
Transparent detachable cover provides valuable
blade protection. Can be mounted on countertop
or wall (includes mounting hardware).

BLADE CADDIE
The perfect way to store and protect your clipper
blades, the Blade Wash Caddie makes it easy to
wash, clean, sterilise and organize your blades.
yyCompletely portable, holds 10 blades
and its unique feature is that it has a
removable grill and locking lid.
yyJust add Oster Blade Wash, and shake gently.
yyPlease make sure blades are air
dried before storing away.
yyStackable
yyBlack in colour.

OBB
CADDIE

SHEAR MAGIC
BLADE CASE
The Shear Magic folding blade case is a soft
case designed for clipper blade storage. Clear
pockets so you can see the blade sizes. Velcro
fastening. Storage for 9 clipper blades. Holds
all A5 style of blades including wide blades.
Even the large animal blades fit in these.
SW001
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BLADES & ACCESSORIES
SHEAR MAGIC WIDE CLIPPER BLADES

SHEAR MAGIC
A5 DETACHABLE
STEEL BLADES
(PROFESSIONAL)

GROOM SMARTER, FASTER, WITH WIDE BLADES

The Shear Magic blades are excellent value
without compromising on quality. Made from
high carbon steel with Rockwell hardness
rating of 62 to stay sharp longer. Hand finished
to ensure smooth and effortless clipping. The
best value professional blade on the market.
yyUniversal—fits all A5 style clippers

Code
Steel

Code
Ceramic

Blade
Size

Blade
Cut mm

S45
S30
S15
S10
S7
S7F
S5
S5F
S4
S4F
S3
S3F
S5/8

SMB45
SMB30
SMB15
SMB10
SMB7
SMB7F
SMB5
SMB5F
SMB4
SMB4F
N/A
N/A
N/A

45
30
15
10
7
7f
5
5f
4
4f
3
3f
0.8

0.05
0.5
1
1.6
3
3
6
6
9
9
13
13
0.8

yy35%* greater cutting width,
making grooming quicker
yySave time and money by getting
the job done quicker
yyEssential accessory for todays
professional groomers
yyWide steel blades are made from the
same factory that makes our ever popular
Shear Magic standard steel blades. Shear
Magic blades are excellent value without
compromising on quality. Made from high
carbon steel with Rockwell hardness rating
of 62 to stay sharp longer. Hand finished
to ensure smooth and effortless clipping.
Shear Magic wide blades are the best
value professional blade on the market
yyUniversal—fits all A5 style clippers
yyPrecision made
yySteel blades
yySuperior quality
yyUniversal blade
yyDetachable blade

www.botanybayimports.com.au

Code

Size

MM

Cut

SW40

Wide 40

0.25mm

Fine

SW30

Wide 30

0.5mm

Fine

SW15

Wide 15

1mm

Medium/fine

SW10F

Wide 10F

1.5mm

Medium

SW7F

Wide 7F

3.2mm

Medium/
coarse

SW6F

Wide 6f

4.8mm

Medium/
coarse

SW5F

Wide 5f

6.4mm

Coarse

SW4F

Wide 4f

9.6mm

Coarse

info@botanybayimports.com.au

SHEAR MAGIC CERAMIC
CUTTER BLADES
The coolest blade on
the market! The
ultimate in cool!
1 Efficient—Shear
Magic blades sustain
optimal cutting performance
over longer periods of time
2 User Friendly—Shear Magic blades remain
cool to the touch even with prolonged use
3 Economical—Shear Magic blades require less
sharpening, saving both time and money
4 Hardy—Shear Magic ceramic cutters are
resistant to rust minimising blade corrosion
5 Versatile—Shear Magic blades are available
in a range of different sizes to suit all needs
6 Universal—Shear Magic blades fit
all universal A5 style clippers
These cutters fit detachable type blades.
Did you know that you can update your
existing blade by putting a ceramic top
cutter on your existing bottom blade? Just
replace the steel cutter with a ceramic cutter and
there you go a ceramic blade set! Fits all major
competitor blade brands.
Please note:  Changing only a cutter is not intended to replace
re-sharpening. In some cases replacing cutters on dulled or worn
out blades may not help  Blades might need to be reset.

SMBTOP—Ceramic cutter for
all blades (except #50, 45, 40)

(02) 4624 8950

SMBTOP40—Ceramic cutter
for #50, 45 and 40 only.
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BLADES & ACCESSORIES
SHEAR MAGIC
NIFTY 1800 AND
TUFFY 2000 BLADES

SHEAR MAGIC
NIFTY 2000
CLIPPER BLADES

SHEAR MAGIC
ROCKET 4500 BATTERY
TRIMMER BLADES

These Shear Magic blades fit and interchange
with Shear Magic Tuffy 2000 and Nifty 1800
Cordless Clippers.

Four blade sizes in one blade:

yyBlade cut length 0.5mm

yy#30 leaves 0.5 mm
yy#15 leaves 1.0 mm
yy#10 leaves 1.5 mm
yy#9 leaves 2 mm.
SMBATBLD

SMNIFITYBLD

SM05.30

SM05.5F

Code

Blade
Size

Blade
Cut mm

Nifty
1800

Tuffy
2000

SM05.40

40

0.25

%

%

SM05.30

30

0.5

%

%

SM05.15

15

1.00

%

%

SM05.10

10

1.5

%

%

SM05.7F

7f

3.2

N/A

%

SM05.5F

5f

6.4

N/A

%

SM05.4F

4f

9.6

N/A

%

SM103.1

1mm

1 mm

%

%

SHEAR MAGIC
CLIPPER OIL
Lubricates blades, reducing
friction and heat for work
surfaces and more.
yy250 ml
yySuitable for all
blade brands

12

SM05.10
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OIL250

SHEAR MAGIC CERAMIC TOP BLADE
SMBLRGTOP

Shear Magic Large Ceramic top cutter suitable for large animal
clippers only. Also fits on major competitors bottom blades.

OSTER LARGE ANIMAL BLADES 
Code

CONTINUED OVER à

Name

Description

61511-12

Combo Blade Set
83AU and 84AU

Use with crossbred horses, ponies and
first season clip on thoroughbreds.

61511-01

Top Cutter

This cutter is used for all current
bottom 83AU blades

61511-02

Bottom Blade 84AU

For general use on horses, cattle, etc.

61511-03

Surgical Bottom Blade
(surgical) EA1-SUR

Cuts very close to skin. Designed
for vets and freeze branding

0.02

61511-04

Thick Grooming
Bottom Blade 35BA

Ideal for horses, mares and clipping
dirty matted coats on horses or cattle

7.5

61511-14

Thick Grooming Bottom
Blade—Full tooth

Taper—thin. Ideal for show clipping.
Produces a smooth cut

7.5

info@botanybayimports.com.au

(02) 4624 8950

Length mm
3

3

BLADES & ACCESSORIES
OSTER LARGE ANIMAL BLADES

BEIYUAN COMB

CONTINUED

Ideal for crutching. No gathering hooked teeth
to break off. Design for crutching and dagging.

All Oster® Large Animal Blades are very good quality and can be used with the following clippers:
Oster®, Stewart®, Sunbeam®, Aesculap®, Heiniger® and Shear Magic.

Oster Combo Blade Set

Oster Thick Grooming
Blade (Plucking)

83AU and 84AU Combo pack. Combination of
61511-01 and 61511-02. Top and bottom blade.
Use with crossbred horses, ponies and
first season clip on thoroughbreds

61511-04

Oster Thick Grooming
Blade Full Tooth

61511-12

Oster Top Blade 83AU
61511-01

yyTop blade only—83AU
yyTop blade for every clipping job.
yyUsed with all current bottom blades

yyProduces a smooth cut
yyBottom blade
61511-14

yyBottom blade only—84AU
yyFor general use on horses, cattle etc
yyTop blade available for this model: 83AU

yyWide Arizona thin comb—13 tooth
yyDesigned for close, smooth shearing
yyFits shearing handpiece
61554-01

Oster Show Groomer
and Vet Comb

Oster Surgical Blade
61511-03

COMB

STEEL SHEARING
CUTTER
yySuitable for electric and professional
mechanical shearing handpieces
yyFits all major brands of handpieces

Oster Arizona Comb
Oster Bottom Blade 84AU

61511-01

yyIdeal for hogging manes
yyWider teeth spacing allows easy entry
yyBottom blade

yyVery fine cutting (.02) surgical bottom
blade. Used in surgical clipping.
yyCuts very close to skin
yyDesigned for vets and freeze branding
yyBottom blade only
yyTop blade available for this model: 83AU

61554-22

SHEAR MAGIC CERAMIC
SHEARING CUTTER
yyCeramic cutters last up to 10 times longer than
normal cutters before they need sharpening
yyLeaves a better and cleaner cut
yySuitable for electric and professional
mechanical shearing handpieces
yyFits all major brands of handpieces.

Oster Goat Comb
61554-05

www.botanybayimports.com.au

yy24 tooth show comb
yyDesigned with bevel for very close,
smooth shearing and show trimming
yyAlso suitable for horses & cattle
yyFits shearing handpiece

CUTTER

yy3” 20 tooth
yyDesigned for mohair goat or alpaca shearing
yyRounded points for safer clipping
yyFits shearing handpiece

info@botanybayimports.com.au
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SMBCUTTER
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GROOMING ACCESSORIES

Oster Stainless Steel Comb Attachments—10 pack kit
Designed to fit size #9, #10, #15, and #30
Oster A5 type detachable blades, Stainless
Steel attachment Combs are must-have
accessories for every professional groomer!
Perfect for dogs and cats, and equally effective
when used with or against the grain. Each one
of these cost-effective 10-Pack Kits includes

COMB LENGTH SIZES:
yy1.6mm
yy9.5mm
yy13mm
yy16mm
yy18mm

996-100

Oster and Shear Magic Show
Team member – Tamara James

14

one of each comb length and comes with a
storage case and blade chart. Combs are
colour coded for easy size identification.

www.botanybayimports.com.au
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yy22mm
yy25mm
yy32mm
yy38mm
yy50mm

GROOMING ACCESSORIES
Oster Universal Comb
Attachments

Oster Gentle Paws Cordless
Premium Nail File

Oster’s universal comb attachments provide a
layered, scissored look that reduces the need for
excessive scissoring. Oster’s combs are rounded
for safety so you won’t jab or poke the animal you
are grooming and they’re designed to easily snap
onto our clippers as well as most major brands.

Powerful Two Speed pet nail battery
operated filer. The perfect
way to shape, smooth
and trim pet nails.
The fast, gentle and
stress-free way to file
pet nails. Safety
guard holds nail in place
for safe, precision trimming.
Prevents accidental hair winding.
Perfect to file all types of nail from
small to large breeds. Requires
4x AA batteries (not included).

Please note: comb attachments
are only recommended to be used
on blade sizes 30, 15 or 10.

Code

Description

926-69

1/16”–2mm

926-60

1/8”–4mm

926-61

1/4”–8mm

926-62

1/2”–14mm

926-63

3/4”–18mm

926-64

1”–25mm

926-65

1 1/4”–32mm

926-70

Complete 7 attachments
includes storage pouch

yyProfessional motor
yyHigh speed 15,000 RPM,
low speed 7,500 RPM
yySafety guard with fitted holes
yyAuto-stop safety feature
yyKit includes: 1 Coarse stone,
2 coarse bands, 1 fine band

Oster Replacement
Bands for Nail Filer

OSTER COMPLETE BLADE CARE

300-101

Oster Kool Lube
Cools, lubricates, and
cleans. 397 grams.

300-102

Oster Spray Disinfectant
Quickly cleans and
disinfects clippers
and blades. Citrus
fragrance. 454 grams.

Oster Blade Wash
Cleans and flushes hair
from blade. 532 grams.

555-73

Oster Premium
Lubricating Oil
Lubricates blades,
reducing friction
and heat for longer
blade life. 118 ml.

Replacement grit bands for
the Oster Cordless Nail filer.
Pack contains 3 x 60 grit
bands, 3 x 100 grit bands.

926-70

300-103

Oster Gear
Lube Grease.
35.4 grams.

555-731 bands

300-104

www.botanybayimports.com.au
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300-105
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GROOMING ACCESSORIES
Shear Magic Wide
Comb Attachments
yyQuick and easy way to achieve results
yy4 Sizes Available:
› 10mm—3/8” clipping height
› 13mm—1/2” clipping height
› 16mm—5/8” clipping height
› 19mm—3/4” clipping height
yyGreat finishing tool
yyDesigned to help speed up clipping times
yySuitable to be used on all suitable breeds
yyThese combs will work best on a wide
#10 wide #15 or wide #30 blade.
yyThese comb attachments allow you to
cut hair to a specific uniform length. They
are available in a range of different sizes
These combs fit A5 Wide style blades

SWC10

SWC13

Sheer Magic Nail Grinder for Pets

GROOMING DVDs

THIS LITTLE SHEAR MAGIC NAIL GRINDER IS A LITTLE
BEAUTY. IT’S HANDY, LIGHTWEIGHT, NIFTY AND QUIET

DVD13

yyGreat for all size dogs.
yyIdeal for trimming, shaping and smoothing nails
yyGreat for soft nails, tidying up edges, shy foot
dogs, reconditioning anxiety dogs.
yyThis unit does not bounce off the nail like some of the coarse files
yyGreat tool for the professionals

Oster Small Animal Grooming DVD “Classic
Series” includes Oster 123 system, home
grooming made easy with Golden A5, home pet
grooming, cocker spaniel grooming, bichon frise
grooming, terrier grooming, cat grooming and
clipper & blade maintenance & blade care.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
yyDiamond Powder suits different
size nails—more durable and
thicker than sanding bands
yyEfficient brass shaft—provides
more power and faster speed
yyRemovable plastic cover for
high speed grinding
yyPlastic cover for protection
yyPowerful Motor—high speed
with low vibration and low
noise. The operation
noise is less than 55dB
yyErgonomic design,
lightweight, comfort
and easy to hold.
yyPowered by 2 x AA
batteries

DVD13

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

DVD14

yy1 x Nail Grinder
yy1 x instruction manual
yy2 x AA batteries

Oster Large Animal Grooming DVD “Classic
Series” includes: horse grooming, sheep shearing
and shearing equipment maintenance.

DVD15

PRODUCT DETAILS:

DVD14

yyDimensions—148 x 35 x 29mm
yyColour: White
yyNet weight: 75g (without battery)
or 120g (batteries included)

The Home Grooming Made Easy set is designed
as a complete education solution for the
home groomer. Featuring a detailed step by
step guide and a bonus DVD which narrated
by master groomer Chris Pawlosky you can
feel confident knowing that you are using the
brand that the pro's use to keep your pet well
groomed and looking its best all year long.
Chris Pawlosky is a Certified Master Groomer
with the National Dog Groomers Association
of America, and is the recipient of the
(NDGAA) Groomer of the Decade Award.
For all Dog Coat Types.

SWC16

SWC19

S001
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TOOLS
Shear Magic Professional
Nail Clippers
Top quality nail clippers has stainless steel
blades with a high quality curved cutting
edge giving a clean cut to the nail.

Shear Magic Professional Grooming Combs

SP2002

Ideal for all breeds. To ease out tangles and matts. Removes
loose hair, dirt and helps prevent hair from becoming matted.
Great for light detangling. Lifts coat evenly for clipping
and scissoring. Lightweight reduces fatigue. Round teeth
prevent skin irritation. Non corrosive aluminium handle –
strong, durable, easy to disinfect. Stainless steel pins.

SP2001

Code

Length

Description

SP2001

230mm

Long Flat Handle,
56 Medium

SP2002

250mm

Long Round Handle,
49 Coarse/18 Medium

SP2003

195mm

Flat Handle,
26 Coarse/38 Medium

SP2003

SMSC836

Shear Magic Professional Pin Brush
Shear Magic Professional
Stripping Knife

Removes tangles, dirt, and loose hair. Stimulates skin and hair
follicles. Helps to spread natural oils torugh the coat to make it glossy
and healthy looking. Stainless steel pins. Anti-slip, easy grip handle.

Code

Description

Code

Description

SP3001

14 Teeth coarse teeth, made from
the finest quality, stainless steel

SP001

For small to medium dogs.
25mm long Stainless Steel Pins

SP002

For medium to large size dogs.
25mm long Stainless Steel Pins

SP001

Amazing pin pad
avoids teeth falling
out of the holder!

SP3001

SP002

www.botanybayimports.com.au
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TOOLS
Shear Magic Professional
Undercoat Rakes
Strips, demats and detangles coats
quickly and easily. Removes loose dead
hair. Leaves coat healthy. Comfortable
handle. Curved stainless steel blades.

SHEAR MAGIC SLICKER BRUSHES
Slicker Brushes are effective to help remove loose hair, knots and debris from your dog’s coat.
The Shear Magic Slicker Brush reduces shedding, whilst stimulating the skin and hair follicles.
Resulting in tangle-free, snarl-free hair.

Shear Magic Slicker
Flexi—Small/Medium

Code

Description

SP1001

Wide 13 Coarse Teeth Blades

SP1002

Narrow 8 Coarse Teeth Blades

SP1003

Narrow 16 Extra Fine Blades

Shear Magic Slicker—Puppy

Shear Magic Slicker
Flexi—Large

SP512

SP506

Shear Magic Slicker—Small

SP513

SP507

Shear Magic Slicker—Medium

SP1001

SP1003

SP1002

These Undercoat Rakes are also
suitable for horse manes and tails.

18

yyThe Shear Magic Flexi Slicker are double
sided with flexible head that follows body
contours for a perfect gentle brush stroke.
yySlicker brushes are effective in helping
remove loose hair from your dog,
knots and debris from their coat.
yyBegin with the firmer pins, following the
direction of the coat, allowing the brush
to flex over the contours of their body.
yyTurn the Slicker over using the
softer pins to circulate oils through
the coat for a natural shine.
yySuitable for all dogs.
yyMoulting:
Dual Sided
yySize:
Small / Medium

www.botanybayimports.com.au

yyThe Shear Magic Flexi Slicker are double
sided with flexible head that follows body
contours for a perfect gentle brush stroke.
yySlicker brushes are effective in helping
remove loose hair from your dog,
knots and debris from their coat.
yyBegin with the firmer pins, following the
direction of the coat, allowing the brush
to flex over the contours of their body.
yyTurn the Slicker over using the
softer pins to circulate oils through
the coat for a natural shine.
yySuitable for all dogs.
yyMoulting:
Dual Sided
yySize:
Large

info@botanybayimports.com.au
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SP508

Shear Magic Slicker—Large

SP509

TOOLS
Shear Magic Flea Comb
SP517 The Shear Magic Flea Comb features
tightly spaced teeth that has been finely
spaced to remove fleas and eggs from
the coat as you comb. Shear Magic Comb
has an ergonomically designed handle for
maximum comfort. Suitable for all dogs.

Shear Magic Deluxe
Dog Nail Clipper

Oster Undercoat Rakes

These Shear Magic Nail clippers are a heavy duty
nail clipper. With sharp, stainless steel cutting
edges to ensure a clean cut without crushing the
nail and nonslip handles with a safety guard and
lock. Great on tough nails. Suitable for all dogs

Removes dead hair and undercoat quickly and
easily while leaving coat looking smooth and
healthy. Great for thinning and finishing. Ideal
for breeds with thick undercoats. Constructed
of aluminium with solid stainless steel blades.

Shear Magic Deluxe Dog Nail
Clipper—Small/Medium

Oster Grooming Combs
These combs have rounded teeth on combs to
prevent skin irritation and are made from solid
steel, strong, durable and easy to disinfect.
Great for removing tangles and dead
undercoat. These combs lift coat
evenly for clipping and scissoring.

Code

Teeth

Ideal for

928-20

10”
Finishing
comb

Ideal for breeds
with heavy, long
or fluffy coats.

928-13

7” Comb

Ideal for smaller
breeds with short
to medium coats.

928-14

10”
Coarse
Comb

Ideal for larger breeds
with thick heavy
coats. With handle.

SP517

The Shear Magic
De‑Matting Comb
SP503 The Shear Magic De-Matting Comb
removes tangles, knots and burrs for a clean
and shiny coat. Grooming effortlessly removes
dead and loose hair and dirt. It fluffs up and
beautifies the coat, removing tangles and
stimulating hair follicles, promoting hair health
and regrowth. It is designed to trim hair with
an easy combing action. The comb features an
ergonomic easy-grip handle for more comfortable
grooming. Stainless steel, serrated blades

SP503

928-32

928-31

928-30

SP515

Shear Magic Deluxe Dog
Nail Clipper—Large

Code

Teeth

Ideal for

928-32

18 Teeth
Narrow

Great for breeds with
minimal undercoats or
short coats, such as
Beagles & Labradors

928-31

10 Teeth
Narrow

For small to medium
breeds with thick
undercoat such as
Terriers and Spaniels

928-30

18 Teeth
Wide

Great for large breeds
with medium to thick
undercoats, such as
Newfoundlands and
Shetland Sheep dogs

SP516

www.botanybayimports.com.au

928-20

928-13

928-14

These Undercoat Rakes are also
suitable for horse manes and tails.
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CASES, BAGS, GROOMWEAR
SHEAR MAGIC & OSTER
GROOMING BAGS

SHEAR MAGIC
GROOMWEAR

SHEAR MAGIC
GROOMING CASE

Designed to keep all your pets grooming tools,
pet care products, organised in one place.

Shear Magic Grooming jackets feature a zippered
front and appealing black trim. Short sleeve,
shirt-style design let you move comfortably
while you work. Available in Small to XX Large.

The Shear Magic Grooming Case is ideal
for the mobile groomer and show person. It
has locking latches to keep tools secure.

Ideal for Professional Groomers,
Veterinarians and Show Dog.

OGB

Code

Colour

Size

8100

Black

Small

size 8-10

8103

Black

Medium

size 12-14

8106

Black

Large

size 16-18

8109

Black

X Large

size 20-22

8112

Black

XX Large

size 24-26

yyCompact and lightweight throughout, it
features seventeen pockets to hold rakes,
scissors, nail clippers, brushes, etc.
yyLarge compartment that is designed to
hold clippers, aerosols, and other grooming
equipment. It also has two smaller
compartments, ideal for storing blades.
yyEach case measures 41 x 22 x 39cm
yyAvailable in black, purple or pink.

GBOXPK

SGB

GBOXB

GBOXP
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MUZZLES
Y O U R S D R O O LY M U Z Z L E R A N G E
Yours Droolly muzzle range are a great alternative to wire muzzles. Made from soft nylon, they are adjustable and are comparatively more
comfortable for your dog to wear. Not only do they appear less confronting, they also work wonders in grooming/ training your pet.
What makes Yours Droolly soft muzzles different is that they still allow some jaw movement for your dog. While it restricts them from
biting, chewing and barking, it allows them to pant and drink so they don't become too anxious when they need to wear the restraint. While
flexible, the muzzle isn't versatile enough for your dog to break out of, so you're the only one who can put it on and take it off.

Extra Small

Small

Medium

This extra small (XS) size muzzle is suitable
for toy breeds and smaller dogs like
Chihuahuas, Yorkies and Toy Poodles.

This small (S) size muzzle is suitable for
small breeds like Jack Russells, King Charles
Spaniels, Malteses, Scotties and Foxies.

This medium (med) size muzzle is suitable
for breeds like Beagles, Cocker Spaniels,
Corgis, Daschunds, Airedales and Poodles

SP735

SP736

SP737

Large

Extra Large

XX Large

This large (LRG) size muzzle is suitable for
breeds like Boxers, Dobermans, Labradors,
Ridgebacks, German Shepherds and Pointers

This extra large (XL) size muzzle is
suitable for larger breeds like big
Labradors and German Shepherds

This XX large (XXL) size muzzle is
suitable for giant breeds like Great Danes,
Newfoundlands, St Bernards and Rotties

SP738

SP739

www.botanybayimports.com.au
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BATHING
OSTER BATHPRO 5.1

OSTER BATHING SYSTEM SHAMPOO

The revolutionary BathPro v5.1 bathing
system makes bathing faster and easier
than ever before, while providing pets with
an invigorating massage that keeps them
calm and relaxed throughout the bath.

Oster™ Professional Bathing system only works with the following Oster Professional Shampoos and Conditioners due to the unique viscosity of the
liquids. This will ensure years of trouble free performance. Oster Professional shampoos and conditioners are also effective when used by hand!

BathPro5.1 is a non-electrical system which
fuses shampoo, water and air, to penetrate the
animal’s coat for thorough cleansing down to the
skin. Combing action spray penetrates the coat
eliminating the need for hand scrubbing, reducing
groomer strain, fatigue and skin irritation.

Oster All Purpose
Shampoo 3.78 litres

Oster Hypo Allergenic
Shampoo 3.78 litres

Oster Color Enhancing
Shampoo 3.78 litres

yyFor all around animal
cleaning and coat care
yyNatural humectants
increase moisture
retention and augments
the elasticity of the skin
and coat
yyContains aloe vera
to sooth the skin;
vitamins A, D, and E help
nourish the skin
yyClean & Fresh Fragrance

yyTearless formula
formulated without
fragrance or dyes for
dog’s with sensitive skin
or allergies
yyDoes not strip the coat
of essential oils
yyBreaks up and removes
tough dirt and animal
waste from the coat
yyContains an exclusive
shampoo base made
from only the highest
quality ingredients
yyUnscented

yyBrings out the
natural beauty in
white coated animals
yyContains UV protector
to protect animal’s coat
from UV rays
yySpecial optical
brighteners enhances the
look of all coat colors
yySoothes the skin
with aloe vera and
chamomile extract
yyContains jojoba oil to
moisturize, vitamins A,
D, E to nourish the skin
yyCherry Blossom Fragrance

200-40

200-00

This system is not just a shampoo
application system, its innovative technology
thoroughly penetrates the coat and brings
oxygen to the skin, leaving the animal
cleaner and healthier than ever.
yyWorks off existing water pressure
yyNon electrical
yyFor best results, use with specially
formulated Oster shampoo’s due
to the viscosity of the liquids
yyOster Professional Bathing system only works
well with the Oster Professional shampoo. This
will ensure years of trouble free performance
yyMin 15 litre per minute water pressure
yy19 litres per minute recommended
22

200-42

200-45

Oster Apple Oatmeal
Conditioner 3.78 litres

Oster Milk Bath
Conditioner 3.78 litres

yyReduces non seasonal shedding
yyReplenishes skin deficiencies which could
result in dry, flaky skin and cause excess
scratching, follicle damage and hair loss
yyConditions, strengthens, and nourishes to
protect the hair from environmental conditions
yyRepairs split ends and improves hair flexibility
yyGreen apple fragrance

yyContains real coconut milk, an antioxidant skin moisturiser that leaves
the coat feeling smooth and soft.
yyHelps repair split ends and adds shine and
manageability to the coat. Also contacts
anti-static and detangling properties.
yyContain honey
yyAll natural and naturally derived ingredients
yyCalifornia pear fragrance

200-48
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BATHING
OSTER RAPID BATH SYSTEM

Oster RapidBath® System
Got a dirty, smelly dog? Hate the hassles of bath time, trying to hold
the dog with one hand and then juggling shampoos and hoses. Struggle
to wash the soap out and get to those tricky and smelly bits?
There is now a Quick & Easy Way to bathe your dog at home
in 3 minutes or less with the OSTER Rapid Bath.
Bath time is no longer a chore with the Oster Rapid Bathing System, with
built in shampoo cartridge. Quick, robust and easy to use with one hand.

Just a gentle soapy spray that’s great for them and amazingly easy to use.
Specially formulated shampoo cartridges are available in 5 varieties!
Got some tough to reach areas? The Oster Rapid Bathing System
has a special feature for washing the trickiest areas to reach,
namely the legs, underside, paws, and under tail area. Just
rotate the specially designed nozzle and get to every spot.

This all in one kit includes everything you need to give the dirtiest doggy
a full body massaging bath in 3 minutes or less. Complete with indoor
shower adaptors and outdoor hose adaptors, our one-handed system
means no awkward handling or discomfort for you or your dog.

599-200

Sham Woof Moisture
Magnet Towel
Popular with groomers, these
super absorbent towels dry
animals in half the time.
It works like a sponge—pulling water
and moisture out of animal coats. All
you need to do is wring the water out
of the Moisture Magnet and then go
back to drying the animal. Moisture
Magnet Towels are made with specially
designed synthetic chamois that
absorbs 10 times its weight in water.
yyMachine Washable to use
over and over again.
yyTowel size 50cm x 71cm. Colour
varies (orange or blue)

OSTER RAPID BATH SHAMPOO

TOWEL

Oster RapidBath® Ultra
Cleaning Shampoo

Oster RapidBath®
Deodorizing Shampoo

(3) 2 oz each (59ml)
All purpose shampoo cleans and conditions even the dirtiest
animals, and leaves them smelling clean and fresh.

(3) 2 oz each (59ml)
Neutralizes unpleasant animal odors and leaves your
them smelling clean and fresh. Will not dry skin.

599-310

599-314

Oster RapidBath® Shine
and White Shampoo
(3) 2 oz each (59ml)
Enhances the appearance of white coated dogs and
brightens coats of all colors. Clean, fresh fragrance.
599-313

www.botanybayimports.com.au
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BATHING

The normal range of skin pH for humans is 5.2 to
6.2, which means it tends to be on the acidic side,
and shampoos and skin products are formulated
specifically to maintain this balance.
Now consider the relative pH balance for dogs.
Depending on breed the pH levels range from 5.5 to
7.5, tending toward a more alkaline concentration.

MA

Normal human skin
pH level between
5.2 & 6.2

IA

IN

PRO

D LY

THE IMPORTANCE OF PH

DE

AU

yypH balance for pets skin
yy100% Soap and SLS Free
yyDoes not contain parabens,
silicones or propylene glycol
yyDoes not contain palm oil

U

yyDesigned specifically to suit dogs
yyGentle and non-irritating formula
yyCleans and deodorises coats
yysuitable for use with flea treatments
yySuitable for regular use and in hydrobaths
yyProfessional grade
yyDoes not contain parabens, propylene
glycol, DEA, ethoxylates, phthalates,
palm oil, silicones, nitrosamines, GMO’s,
PEGs or PPGs, mineral oils or bleach.
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Tried, tested and proven by both Professional
Groomers and the Show Dog Exhibitors
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Joel Wakefield using
Shear Magic products
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Dog skin pH level
between 5.5 & 7.5
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BATHING
SHAMPOOS

CONDITIONERS

Shear Magic Professional Everyday Shampoo
has been formulated with aloe vera, Vitamin
E and oat beta glucan extract to cleanse,
nourish and care for your dog’s skin and coat.
Contains a film-forming moisturiser which has
been used historically as an anti-irritant.

Shear Magic Professional Everyday Conditioner
has been specially developed with natural
conditioning agents to soften and smooth your
dog’s coat, making it easier to groom. Our
conditioner is formulated for dog hair, ensuring
it rinses out cleanly, leaving no residues.
Conditioning after shampooing will restore
hydration, moisture and elasticity of hair. Can be
used on all breeds, all coats and dry itchy skin.

Features:
yyCleans, deodorises
yySuitable for all breeds, and all coats.
yyEnhances colour of coat
yypH balanced
yyMoisturises and protects skin and coat
yyLong lasting hydration
yySuitable for use with flea control products
yyWorks with any water hardness level
yyBiodegradable ingredients

Features:
yyConditions, moisturises, and protects coat
yypH balanced
yyMoisturises and protects skin and coat
yyLong lasting hydration
yySuitable for use with flea control products
yyWorks with any water hardness level
yyBiodegradable ingredients

Scents available: Raspberry, Vanilla Cupcake
Sizes available: 500ml, 5 Litre

Scents available: Raspberry, Vanilla Cupcake
Sizes available: 500ml, 5 Litre

Code

Description

Size

SP072

Everyday Shampoo Raspberry

500ml

SP069

Everyday Conditioner Raspberry

500ml

SP062

Cologne Raspberry

500ml

SP063

Everyday Shampoo Raspberry

5L

SP064

Everyday Conditioner Raspberry

5L

SP040

Everyday Vanilla Cupcake

500ml

SP044

Everyday Conditioner Vanilla Cupcake

500ml

SP041

Everyday Shampoo Vanilla Cupcake

5L

SP043

Everyday Conditioner Vanilla Cupcake

5L

SP042

Cologne Vanilla Cupcake

COLOGNES
Shear Magic Professional Cologne keeps
your pets smelling fresh between grooming
sessions and has a long lasting fragrance.
The light aromatic fragrance of raspberries
is pleasant and safe for dogs. The formula
is long lasting and free of soaps, alcohol,
parabens, sulphates and harsh chemicals.

Features
yyThe fresh scents makes it a pleasant
experience for both dog and groomer
Scents available: Raspberry, Vanilla Cupcake
Sizes available: 500ml

500ml

www.botanybayimports.com.au
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EXTRA SOLUTIONS

Grooming Spray, Tear Stain Remover

Range of specialists products to solve your grooming needs

Final Touch Grooming
Spray—Original Scent

Ear Cleaner
Removes excessive wax—gently cleans and dries
the ear canal Non-oily stain free antiseptic formula
Cleaning your dogs and cats ears should be part of
your weekly grooming regime. Available in 125ml.

Contains a blend of essential oils to effectively deodorise coats,
and leaves a long lasting scent. The non greasy formulaa
has a special coat conditioners to enable easy grooming and
impart a lustrous sheen to coat. Contains coat nourishing
lanolin. Available in 125ml, 500ml, 2 litres or 5 litres.

Sterile Eye Wash

Tear Stain Remover
For use after grooming or clipping for removal of hair
or loose foreign matter from the eyes. Helps relieve
irritation, stinging or itching Washes away dried
mucous secretions and discharges. Non antibiotic,
non-irritant formulation. Available in 125ml.

Advanced formula removes tear stains effectively, safely
and gently. A non-irritating and gentle formulation
suitable for everyday use. Supports healthy skin and coat.
Stops tear stains at the source, quickly and effectively
with long lasting results. Yellow or green tearing
may indicate an eye infection. Available in 125ml.
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Styptic Powder

Code

Description

SP026

Shear Magic Final Touch Grooming Spray

125ml

SP027

Shear Magic Final Touch Grooming Spray

500ml

SP028

Shear Magic Final Touch Grooming Spray

2L

SP029

Shear Magic Final Touch Grooming Spray

5L

SP005

Shear Magic Tear Stain Remover

125ml

SP126

Shear Magic Ear Cleaner

125ml

SP125

Shear Magic Sterile Eye Wash

125ml

SP120

Shear Magic Styptic Powder

www.botanybayimports.com.au

Size
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30g

(02) 4624 8950

A powder specially formulated for your cats and dogs.
It aids in the control of minor bleeding after clipping
nails or dew claws. Special formulated powder for cats
and dogs’ nails and claws. Available in 30 grams.

HANDY HINTS
HANDY HINTS AND TIPS FOR BLADES AND CLIPPERS
Do I need to clean my new blades?
It is recommened to clean your brand new blades. New
blades come with protective coating. To remove this
coating subemerge the teeth only into the blades wash
while the clipper runs for aboout 30 seconds. Once clippers
is switched off, wipe away any excess blade wash.
How often should I oil my clipper blades?
You should oil your clipper blades before, during and after use.
Ideally you should stop clipping to clean the debris out of the blade
and apply a few drops of oil along the teeth at least every 5 minutes.
This will help to keep the blades running smoothly and keep them
as cool as possible. Don’t worry, you can’t over oil your blades.
Lubrication is essential to ensure that the clipper runs smoothly by
reducing friction, heat, and will also help prevent straining the motor.
How do I clean my A5 Style clipper blades?
yySlide cutter blade to the side. Be careful not to
slide the cutter to far to the left or right
yyClean exposed areas with fine brush or paper towel
yyIf blade needs additional cleaning, use a non-water soluble
solution such as Kool Lube to assist in debris removal. Never
use water. When Kook Lube is used, dry blades with paper towel
then use a hairdryer to make certain the blades is absolutely
dry to prevent rusting. Oil blade after using this method
yyAlways oil the blade, before, during and after use.
How should I store my clipper and blades?
yyRemove blades from clipper machine, clean away the hairs
with a soft brush. Store your blade clean (lightly oil blades)
wrap in a paper towel and enclosed in a plastic air tight bag to
prevent corrosion from the humidity of the cutting surfaces.
Why do my blades get hot or stop cutting?
yyAny professional clipper with a fast motor will
naturally generate an amount of heat.
yyIt is important that you oil your blades regularly, stopping
frequently to clean the hair from between the blades. Any small
piece of debris like mud, grease or fur can affect the clipping
performance and can cause the blade to jam. All of which will
create extra friction and heat to your clipper and blades.
yyBlades must be oiled regularly with clipper oil.

How do I maximise the life of a blade?
yyNever clip a dirty animal. Dirt and products such as flea
powders destroy the cutting surface of your blades
yyAlways wash your animal first, this helps
to remove grease, dirt and dust.
yyClean the blade taking care to clean between the comb and
cutter with a small brush as any hair, grease or debris can
affect the efficiency of the blade. Never let the blade get wet,
and store in a clean dry place, with a good coating of oil.
yyKeep cleaning and oiling the blade frequently whilst clipping.
What is the difference between a trimmer and a clipper?
yyA clipper has a larger powerful motor, heavy duty and more
blade options to select the length of hair you want to leave behind.
You can tackle most jobs with a clipper (correct blades required),
these clippers are designed for full body clips. A trimmer is for
smaller fiddly areas such as whiskers, ears, faces and smaller
patches. Trimmers are handy for after fisnihing heavy work load.
Trimmers
yyWhen using battery operated trimmers always use
quality batteries such as Duracel or Energiser.
yyWhen you have finished using the trimmer for the day
remember to place a drop of oil on the blades. When
you go to use this unit again place a drop of oil on the
blade or you will think your batteries have gone flat due
to blade has ceased and just needs a kick start.

WARRANTY
Your clippers is covered by Botany Bay Imports Exports Pty Ltd for
a period of 1 year from date of purchase against any manufacturing
faults (does not include any wear and tear items). All warranty
work must come back to our service department at Botany.
When returning products for warranty, please ensure the following:
yyPostage is prepaid
yyUse sturdy packaging to protect the products against damage
in transit – such damage is not covered by the warranty.
yyInclude your name, address and proof of purchase
yyInclude a detailed description of the fault you are experiencing
yyWhen seding the clipper do send the blades – but not
attached to the clipper to avoid damage in transit.
Botany Bay Imports has our own inhouse service department.
We sharpen all brands of blades and scissors. We repair only
the Oster and Shear Magic brands of clippers. Our service
team is trained regularly on new equipment and have many
years of experience. Our service department is open Monday to
Friday from 7.30am to 3pm. Our friendly team of knowledgeable
and friendly staff are here to help with any enquiries and
are able to offer advice and support should you need it.

How often should my clipper be serviced?
yyDepending on usage!
yyGenerally you can tell when a clipper needs servicing.
If you are finding issues such as unit is heating up,
clippers are starting to run slow, drive lever is worn
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AT B O TA N Y B AY W E’R E FA M O U S F O R S E RV I C E.
A LWAYS H AV E B E E N
A N D A LWAYS W I L L B E.
IT’S A PART OF
WHO WE ARE.

We’ve been in business now for 45 years,
founded on some very simple beliefs:
yyNever sell something you don’t believe in
yyNever sell something you don’t understand
yyNever sell something if you’re not
willing to stand behind it with full
spares and service support.

(02) 4624 8950
(02) 9700 1171
info@botanybayimports.com.au
botanybayimports.com.au

Part of our service culture is our continued
commitment to providing professional
sharpening support to our customers on
blades and scissors. Performed on specialised
machinery by fully trained staff, our results
are 100% satisfaction guaranteed.

24 Underwood Avenue,
Botany NSW 2019
PO Box 260,
Botany 1455

Our focus continues to be to provide our
retailers and distributors the world’s best
brands and innovative products, backed
by the best service in the industry.

2019 CATALOGUE

Follow us on YouTube:
TheClipperSpecialist

Like us on Facebook:
Botany Bay The Clipper Specialists

Follow us on Instagram:
botanybayimports

